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LIVING

On a magical piece of land among the rice paddies in Ubud you’ll find  
a beautiful white house where Susanna Nova from Sweden lives.  
The interior is a fusion of Scandinavian simplicity and Balinese details.  
A word to the wise: Once you’ve seen this, you’ll want to redecorate.

A   creative 
       oasis
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T

She scours shops on the  

island by scooter looking  

for gems for her home

Scandinavian simplicity 

in the kitchen

Arriving in Bali was like 

coming home to Susanna

As the sun sets, the crickets start to sing and 
the fireflies dance in the rice paddies. This is 
a magical place, no doubt about it, a place 
with a special kind of energy. The guests feel 
at home here, they can break away from the 
rat race and are cheerful, playful and crea-
tive. “I’ve lost count of how many books 
were written in our lodgings,” says Susanna. 
“Some guests stay for a number of months 
to work on their creative projects.”
The fusion of Scandinavian simplicity and 
gorgeous Balinese details is clearly an envi-
ronment that nourishes creativity. And yet 
there’s also something unique, something 
intangible here. What can it be? “I think  
it might be to do with the way we created 
Trinity Gardens,” she says. “We had no 
plan, it grew organically. Back in Sweden  
I grew up close to nature, I felt very happy 
and free. I used to build huts and play bare-
foot in the woods every day. My first day in 
school was a massive shock to me. The walls 
closed in on me and I felt trapped. In hind-
sight that was my first resistance against the 
system we live in. It was a resistance that 
grew into a longing for a different life, a life 
that is free, a life in which work doesn’t feel 
like work. That doesn’t mean life is nothing 
but fun, but it’s about authenticity. Once 
you see all the apparent contradictions,  
accept them and use them for creation, your 
daily life becomes a wonderful ritual. Dark-
ness and light, life and death, simplicity and 
complexity, emptiness and fullness, free-
dom and love: they’re all ingredients for  
authentic living.” 

The oasis of peace and beauty in the remote 
Balinese countryside overlooks the wide 
paddy fields as well as the luscious jungle. 
The guests of Trinity Gardens sit on the 
common roof terrace (with bright pink sun-
shade) and have long conversations against 
the backdrop of a spectacular sunset in 
shades of gold, orange and pinkish red. This 
place attracts a lot of creative people, so 
quite a few remarkable contacts have been 
established here between the international 
guests. The six enchanting houses with the 
fresh green saltwater swimming pool in the 
middle are surrounded by a huge garden 
filled with flowers, fruit trees, humming 
birds and butterflies. Okay, plus the odd 
snake or huge spider - this is Bali after all.

Grown organically
Susanna Nova from Sweden created this 
sanctuary of beauty together with her life 
partner, without really planning to. She also 
created her Spirited Living collection of  
accessories, jewelry and caftans of hand-
dyed natural fabrics. “I had left my life in 
Sweden behind and ended up in Bali with 
my young daughter. We looked for a new 
place to live and decided to spend some 
time here, but we liked it so much that we 
didn’t want to leave. I have never felt more 
at home. All the attention to beauty, details, 
and rituals here: This life matches my  
personality so closely. Even as a little girl  
I always felt I’d been born in the wrong 
place. Just before I left, I met my current 
partner, and within a few months he also 
moved to Bali.”
Susanna had plenty of experience in interior 
design; her work is featured in Swedish  
interior magazines. Her new boyfriend had 
refurbished several houses. “One day, as we 
were walking to a restaurant, we saw this 
plot of land,” she recalls. “It had a huge,  
derelict stone barn on it that was for sale. 
The owner had trouble selling the property  
because renovating it would be an awful lot 
of work. I didn’t really see it either, but my 
partner totally saw the potential.”

“At sunset the crickets 
start to sing and  
the fireflies dance  
in the rice paddies”
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“Attention to beauty, 
details, rituals:  
Life here matches my 
personality so closely”

The starting point for creating the atmosphere in the 

house was a small altar with some precious objects
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If Susanna can’t find what she’s looking  

for in the shops, she has it made locally

phere, the sensation, the vision.”
Bali is the perfect place for furniture shop-
ping and stylish accessories. There are long 
avenues of interior design shops Susanna 
like to explore, going from one to the other 
on her scooter. She always selects exactly 
those items that perfectly blend with the 
whole. But some things she had her heart 
set on were not to be found in the shops.  
“That’s how I got the idea to have a few 
products made here in Bali by local artists,” 
she explains. “The response was so favorable 
that eventually it turned into a whole series 
of products, which I now sell under the 
brand name Spirited Living. We make 
home accessories, incense, jewelry and caf-
tans, all of natural materials. I have fourteen 
fantastic Balinese artists with whom I work 
now and I love it. The Balinese don’t work to 
tight deadlines, they do everything at a nice, 
easy pace. I like that, because it makes the 
creative processes and the production very 
organic, and nobody has any stress.”

trinitygardensubud.com
susannanova.com

To be free
“We created this place from that sense of 
playfulness, like a barefoot child building 
tree huts. Obviously there were ups and 
downs, we had quite a few setbacks along 
the way. We lived in the house during the 
renovation, among the dust and debris. But 
the starting point was always playfulness, 
fun and connection. Trinity Gardens was 
created from the special connection  
between me, my partner and my daughter.” 
That explains the name: the trinity between 
man, woman and child. Another thing that 
probably played a role is the deep respect 
this couple has for Balinese culture, and 
their special bond with their staff. Incense 
sticks are lit every day in carefully woven 
baskets: the offerings that the Balinese put 
down everywhere to honor the gods.  
“People feel free here, creative, wild
and close to their essence.” 

With feeling
Susanna is clearly a perfectionist. Even the 
smallest details radiate beauty and every-
thing is spick and span. She makes you want 
to redecorate your own home immediately. 
The wooden panels are beautiful, the flow-
ers in all the rooms are fresh, there are 
white dream catchers with feathers and the 
peace sign in the middle, from Susanna’s 
own collection. Where does she get her in-
spiration, and all these things? 
“I’ve always had a small altar with precious 
things from all over the world,” she ex-
plains. “I’ve traveled a lot, and wherever  
I went I brought a pretty box full of special 
things as my anchor. When my daughter 
and I left Sweden, she also collected some 
things in a box: a small angel, a few pebbles 
from Swedish nature. If we stopped off 
somewhere for a bit longer, the first thing 
we did was put down our altars. It made the 
place feel a little more like home. I strongly 
believe in the power of this kind of daily  
ritual. The way we felt about these altars  
and these precious things were the starting 
point for Trinity Gardens, for the atmos-

Once a barn, now a dream house


